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What’s in a name? Making art for a Bar or Bat Mitzvah. 

 From time to time, I am asked to create 
a personalized work of art for a Bar or Bat 
Mitzvah. This is a joyous occasion and I love 
the opportunity. Usually, I stick to the 
following procedure. I paint the bar mitzvah 
boy or bat mitzvah girl with symbols or 
objects that are associated with the occasion, 
like a tallit, sometimes tefillin—but many 
ceremonies take place in the synagogue on a 
Shabbat, when donning tefillin is not 
permitted—or Shabbat candles. I add the 
biblical verse (pasuk) that is connected to the 
bar/bat mitzvah’s name (this will be explained 
below). I embellish this verse with imagery, or 
depict the Biblical namesake of the bar/bat 
mitzvah. Let me show you some samples, like 
the one to the left, that I just finished for a Bar 
Mitzvah boy named Noam Schmarja in Berlin 
(pastel and ink on paper, 11.5 X 15.5 inches/29.2 X 
39.3 cm). The center of the drawing shows a 
young man with his Torah. He is wrapped in a 
tallit with tzitzit, because on the day of his Bar 
Mitzvah he assumes the responsibility to 
fulfill the 613 mitzvot mentioned in the Torah 
and their ramifications. However, not all of the 
613 mitzvot can be fulfilled after the Temple has been destroyed, for instance, those related to 
the Temple service and the sacrifices, or those applying to the land of Israel if one doesn’t live 
there. Therefore, the Talmud states that whoever takes great care to observe the mitzvah of 
wearing tzitzit, it is as if he fulfills all the mitzvoth (see Rashi and Sforno on Bamidbar 15:39). 
A person wearing tzitzit is likely to observe Shabbat and other mitzvot as well. The young man 
in the drawing tenderly and lovingly wraps his hands around the velvet mantle of the Sefer 
Torah. His name, Noam Schmarja, is written on the open scroll behind him, referring to the fact 
that each of the 600.000 letters in the Torah represents a Jewish soul (Zohar Chadash Shir 
HaShirim 74d).  
The letter shin ש next to the scroll alludes to the presence of HaShem. 
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 Every Jewish name is connected with a pasuk (verse) from TeNaKh that begins and ends 
with the same letter as the name. Little children are taught to memorize this verse. It is recited 
quietly by individuals after the Amida prayer to help a person remembering their name in front 
of the Heavenly Court after their death. The pasuk for Noam is Isaiah 40:1: Comfort, comfort my 
people, says your G-d. 
This was the first verse of one of the haftarot read during in the Tree Weeks between the fast of 
17 Tamuz and TishaBeAv, commemorating the destruction of the Temple and the onset of the 
Great Galut of the Jewish People. Isaiah offers comfort and uplifting words. The name Noam 
has a comforting sound as well. 
The pasuk for Schmarja is Psalm 134:2:  
Lift up your hands in the sanctuary, and bless HaShem, the middle verse of a short Psalm filled 
with blessings: 

1  Behold, bless ye HaShem, all ye servants of HaShem, which by night stand in the   
         house of HaShem. 
2  Lift up your hands in the sanctuary, and bless HaShem. 
3 HaShem Who made heaven and earth bless thee out of Zion. 

In the lower left corner, the Temple, the Beit haMikdash, is depicted with an olive tree, a symbol 
of peace. The ram refers to the ancient Temple-cult. A few centuries ago, the Golden Gate in the 

wall around Jerusalem has been shut down with 
bricks and stones, but according to tradition, it 
will be opened again when Moshiach comes to 
redeem the city and restore peace. And when 
will Moshiach come? When all the souls 
corresponding with the letters in the Torah will 
be restored.  
I like to insert blessings and messages of hope 
and peace in Bar/Bat Mitzvah drawings. 
  
 In two other drawings shown here, which 
I made for Canadian twin sisters, I used a 
different approach. I was asked to include 
things the bat mitzvah girls love, like sport, 
tennis, hiking boots, and dogs. Of course, there 
are Jewish symbols as well. One of them shows 
a large Magen David, the shield of David. The 
eye inside of the star represents Jerusalem, the 
center—or eye—of the world (BT Yoma 54b). 
The center of this center, the pupil of the eye, is 
the Beit haMikdash, the Holy Temple, depicted 
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here as its remaining Western Wall. The Third Temple, which still has to be rebuilt, hovers as a 
promise over that Wall. The image of Jerusalem refers to the name of the bat mitzvah girl, 
Ariella, this being one of the names given to Jerusalem, more specifically, to the altar in the 
Temple: Ariel, Lion of G-d, (Yeshayahu 29:1-8 and Yechezkel 43:15–16). In the description lof 
the drawing—which I always add to my art—I advice the bat mitzvah girl to use her wisdom to 
help rebuild the (third) Temple by doing good deeds, mitzvoth, in a spiritual way, by caring 
about the world around us, the environment and the wellbeing of humanity. The lowest triangle 
of the Magen David contains the traditional Sephardic protective hand, reminiscent of Divine 
protection of Jewish people anywhere in the world. The lion, symbolizing Yehudah in Genesis 
49:9, is holding a lulav and an ethrog, referring to the happiest of the three biblical Festivals, 
Sukkot, as a promise that Jews will live in peace and again go up with lulavim to the Temple in 
Jerusalem. Hope, optimism and trust are indispensable Jewish traits. But the lion (ari) is also 
contained in the name Ariella. A man named Ariel belonged to a loyal group around the scribe 
Ezra, who rebuilt the First Temple after it had been destroyed by the Babylonians (Ezra 8:16). 
The lion is a symbol of strength. Under it floats the pasuk of Ariella’s Hebrew name, Psalm 
41:2: Blessed is he who considers the poor: HaShem will consider him in the day of evil. Jewish 
women are known to be generous, considerate, and to give tzedakah with open hands. 
The dominant colors in the drawing correspond with the ancient four elements: blue, the color of 
water, the female element, creativity, Heaven 
and serenity, red, the color of fire, love and fiery 
enthusiasm, yellow, the color of the air, light, 
because a Jewish woman brings light into the 
world with her candles, and earthly green, the 
color of growth and fertility. 

The drawing for the other twin, Erin 
Hanna, has similar and different imagery. There 
are roses, like in Ariella’s drawing, because a 
Jewish woman is compared to roses.  She is 1

surrounded by mitzvot like a rose is clad in 
petals. Inside of the Magen David is a window. 
The bat mitzvah should always keep an eye on 
the world around her and embellish it, just like 
the rose brightens up the garden. The name 
Channah is connected to three special mitzvot 
for women. The letter chet refers to Challah, 
separating a small portion from the dough used 
for baking bread and challot, reminiscent of the 
flour sacrifices in the Temple, which symbolizes 

 See my book: The Little Rose on the Mountain, a collection of illustrated quatrain about roses in Jewish 1

literature. Kodesh Press, New York 2016
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a warm Jewish home with bread, food, spiritual 
and physical nourishment. Nun, Niddah, stands 
for having a good marriage, and hayh, Hadlakat 
nerot, lighting the shabbat candles, spreading 
light into the house and the world. There is also a 
(Temple) menorah in the drawing. The Jewish 
people are a light for the nations. The pasuk of 
Channah, at the bottom of the art, is Mishle 
31:17: She girds her loins with strength, and she 
makes her arms strong. This verse is part of the 
song Eshet Chayil, Woman of Valor, which we 
sing on Friday evenings after the woman lights 
her candles and the atmosphere of Shabbat is 
present in the house.  

 Some people don’t want personalized texts, like 
the one to the left with its pesukim. In that case, I 
create something like the drawings below on this 
page, emphasizing the Torah and the mitzvoth 

(like the ChaNaH symbols in the drawing of the queen and the menorah on the next page): 
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Some bar or bat mitzvahs want specific people 
or places depicted in their art, like the 
Lubavitcher Rebbe and his house at 770 Easter 
Parkway in Crown Heights, Brooklyn, to the 
left. 
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Or they prefer biblical verses that are not connected 
to names, but are applicable to a bar or bat mitzvah in 
general, like the image to the left, with the verse, A 
candle is it, a command (mitzvah), and the Torah is 
light, (Mishle 23:6). 

It is always a pleasure to work with what the people 
want and make your own art with that.  
I want to inspire my fellow artists in these dark days 
by reminding them that there always were and will be 
Bar and Bat Mitzvahs, and that we can embellish 
those with our art. 

Shoshannah Brombacher,  
Berlin, November 2020
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